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From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge

by Gina
MarieByars,
Byars,chair
chair
GinaMarie

W

elcome, Summer! Summer is the time of late sunsets, picnics in cool glades, basking in the heat of long sunlit hours. Crickets chirp, cicadas buzz, and gardens soak up water and grow in abundance. At night, Ursa Major
steadies its Big Dipper, allowing it to catch its refill of night sky.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge is right in the swing of summer. Things moving, growth growing, songs being sung and warmth
spreading! In particular, are the morning and evening circles. The morning circles (every day, 8 AM. PT) are going strong. They
are a place of nurturing, support, and greeting of the day. The “Happy Hour” is the evening circle and is held once a week
(Tuesdays, 6:30 PM. PT). They are a place to wind down, connect with others, and share what is on your heart and mind.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge is right in the swing of summer. Things moving, growth growing, songs being sung and warmth
spreading! In particular, are the morning and evening circles. The morning circles (every day, 8 AM. PT) are going strong. They
are a place of nurturing, support, and greeting of the day. The “Happy Hour” is the evening circle and is held once a week
(Tuesdays, 6:30 PM. PT). They are a place to wind down, connect with others, and share what is on your heart and mind.
Now, more than ever, it is important to connect to others. We need to be willing to listen and be willing to share ourselves. It’s a time of finding the balance of actively engaging in being Change while at the same time being present in the
moment. It’s easy to stay in our zone of comfort.
But, what is summer other than a time for growth and stretching to new areas? This summer, get outside, soak up the
Thank you for your walk
in this realm!
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Join us every Tuesday evening at 6:30 PM PST
Zoom conference call for Happy Hour!
To join the calls:from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android, click here.
Or iPhone one-tap (US Toll): +14086380968, 2264644834# or +16465588656,
2264644834#
Or Telephone: Dial: 1-408-638-0968 (US Toll) or 1-646-558-8656 (US Toll) Meeting ID:
2264644834
International numbers available here.
Attend once as a trial and then become a member of WWRL here! Membership scholarships
are always available through our Leadership Fund. To contribute to the fund so others may
benefit, click here. Or, visit our website here to inquire about the scholarship.
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Joanna Macy’s work featured in Vashon gathering
by Ben Browner

O

n Wednesday, July 12, you’re invited to Mary and Jim’s place on Burton Hill, Vashon Island, WA for a very
special evening of learning, singing, sharing dinner and dialogue, spoken word and eclectic music. INVITE
YOUR FRIENDS and join us for a late afternoon “Music as Medicine” workshop with Lydia Violet, lead facilitator of Joanna Macy’s “Work That ReConnects”, OR just come for the potluck & concert portion of the show!!!
(Schedule below.)

2017 Salish Sea Revival Tour is circling the Puget Sound watershed to present gatherings in the name of social
change, resiliency, and relationship building. We’re collaborating with friends, activists, and community organizations – in this case Woman’s Way Red Lodge and Backbone Campaign – to bring an intimate, interactive
experience in “The ART of Social Change” to your backyard!
We’ll start at 4 PM with a workshop of song and Joanna Macy-inspired social process work. Then, with old and
new friends, we’ll share a feast and some facilitated dialogue. When full of kinship and food, we’ll gather for
--- MORE
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an inspirational opening set of social & environmental justice poetry by Tannur Ali followed by our evening’s
capstone: A Soul Shakedown Revival with Lydia Violet’s protest-folk Quartet!
Engage in community. Participate in the arts. Support social change efforts. Meet people you don’t yet know. Share
your story. Share food. Share heart space…and leave inspired to love humanity and the Earth all that much more!
SCHEDULE:
-- 4-5:30 PM Lydia Violet’s “Music as Medicine” workshop - https://lydiafiddle.com/music-as-medicine
-- 6-7:30 PM Community Potluck Dinner with facilitated dialogue to inspire meaningful conversation & networking
-- 8 PM Poetry by Tannur Ali - https://vimeo.com/173705241
-- 8:30-10 PM Soul Shakedown Revival w/ the Lydia Violet Band - www.lydiafiddle.com
LOGISTICS:
- Please arrive at 4 PM for the workshop or 6 PM for dinner and concert sharp
- $10-40 sliding scale donation for the workshop, dinner, and/or concerts (attend all or part, your choice)
- Scholarship available for POC, youth, elders, who need it.
- No drugs, alcohol, or pets please
- Children are MORE than welcome
WHAT TO BRING:
- a potluck dish to share (please label allergens, etc)
- dishware & utensils (we’ll have a sink for you to wash them in before leaving)
- a notebook (for workshop notes)
- cards, flyers, info to share about your project or community events
- your heart, your art and a willingness to take part
CONTACT: Ben Browner (ben@backtolife.org) about anything at all!!! More info at www.backtolife.org/tour
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Red Lodge helps women and girls step out of poverty

by Amy Morrison

T

hank you to the Red Lodge community members who stepped up
to make a direct difference in the lives of women and children in
Nepal and Kenya. Our annual fundraiser raises much-needed support
for those who face extreme hardship due to systemic oppression.
Mary, Jim, Sharma, Kathy Rose, Therese, Tere, Gina Marie, Heather,
Suzanne, Barbara, Polly, Amy, Lani, Grace and Sophie, your generous
contributions provide a foundation for economic empowerment that
lasts. Thank you for reaching across the globe to help women and children step up out of poverty.
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This year’s Red Lodge Spring Service Project Fund Drive raised $929.50
to build a house for Nina Magar, a Nepalese single mother who lost
her home in the devastating 2015 Earthquake. Additionally, we raised
$824.50 for CEPACET’s endeavor to start a poultry farm that will provide both food and income for an orphanage and the grandmothers
who care for the children.
CEPACET, based in Kenya, is run by Jared Akama Ondieki and Sahayatri, based in Nepal, is run by Indira Ghale.
Indira and Jared are warriors who fight each day for women’s rights and children’s safety. It is truly a blessing to
be able to share our abundance and privilege with our sisters in the far reaches of the globe.
Says Indira,“Thank you so much for supporting Nina’s house. Red Lodge’s support encourages me a lot for giving
the life to those who lost their hopes. We are going to start the house soon. It will be an earth brick house, with
three rooms and a toilet. Thank you so much, my friends, for being with me to work for the voiceless people.”
Jared writes, “Many thanks for the effort and support! We are so grateful to initiate a economic empowerment
program for the women in rural Kenya who care for orphaned children. The Poultry Project will ensure that the
16 grandmothers taking care of orphaned children earn an income to help them support the 80 children they
serve. While the Project will start small, we expect a basic income from the sale of eggs and chicken meat. Proceeds will go into the children’s program, and chicken and eggs will boost the diet for grandmas and children.”
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Thank you to Sharma and Kathy Rose in Vermont who put on a yoga fundraiser to benefit CEPACET. On Vashon
Island, WWRL raised funds with the film screeening of Ixcanul, depicting life in Guatemala and the bond between a mother and daughter. Thanks to all for your support!
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Finding my way
with Buffalo Heart
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T

by Talia Landau

his sure has been a year of
change. Stepping up as drum
keeper has opened my eyes to the
strength and leadership within me
and has put me in touch in a big
way with my tribe. Since Day 1, I’ve
listened to what Buffalo Heart has
to say to me. Those of you who
know her and know her energy will
understand when I say that she
knows what she wants and she’s
not afraid to tell you.

Drum/dance parties bring ancient
traditions and new ways together
by Aubrey Armes

S

even years ago I was blessed to sit on the Red Lodge Board. I had no
idea what I was doing; really, I had no idea who I even was. I simply
knew that I loved the connection with these women and was pulled into
the mystery of Red Lodge. During that time, we dreamed a lot about Red
Lodge and our community.
Who are we?
Who do we serve?
How do we serve?
How do we engage our community?
That was when the seed was planted. In my visions, I saw women and
men gathered together learning about the magic of the Universe, connecting in deep and joyful ways, in ceremony together, deepening into
our powerful selves, and all of this rippling out. In those days, WWRL
was mostly women, many activities were just for women, and we didn’t
offer a lot for men, so my vision seemed very futuristic.
I drummed these visions and dreams on Buffalo Heart all those years
ago. They rippled out and eventually slipped into the back of my mind
after I vacated my seat on the WWRL board. Then, years later, I found
myself leading Dance Parties each month. That in itself is a miracle.
--- MORE

Since Buffalo Heart came home
with me after last Summer Solstice, she has directed and guided
me to walk with her in the ways
that she wants to be in community. Five days after she arrived
home, we attended our first Dance
Party. This was something beyond
imagination. She sang beautifully
as women and men danced in a
modern, yet sacred, way.
At year’s end as South Seattle Hoop
came to an end, Buffalo Heart started asking for more. She wanted to
be out in the world doing her work.
When Aubrey asked if we would
be in service at the Winter Solstice
Dance Party, I realized that the
drum was calling for the dance.
Now, Buffalo Heart takes the lead.
She sings and dances through the
night to modern, uplifting, empowering music. She’s in the world, healing
and awakening those around her.
This community that she’s led me to
has opened their minds and hearts to
her; the excitement in each person’s
eyes when she is there is so vivid
and pure. She’s found a home in this
modern community to be held as
sacred as she is.
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To be honest, I was terrified. A community medicine
drum was completely new for the Dance Party regulars.
No one had ever had the opportunity to drum one,
nor ever even seen one before. I had no idea how my
modern conscious music with silly costumes was going
to mesh with the ancient ways of Buffalo Heart. Frankly,
this stretches me – to show up as the blend of modern
and ancient that I am. There was simultaneous excitement and hesitation as the dancers expanded to bravely
pick up the stick and lay their first drum beat.
Now, I’m amazed by this Dance Party and Buffalo Heart
partnership. It’s as though those two are their own
Beings, and we humans are simply here as a vehicle for their healing work to ripple out into the world. I’m
practicing letting go of the reins and surrendering to what is being birthed through them. Together, Buffalo
Heart and Dance Party create a sanctuary for you to come home to yourself. All of you is welcome here.
“Dance Party is a powerful force of healing.” These are the words of a woman who had spent a good portion of
her night drumming on Buffalo Heart. I could still see the trail of her tears as her eyes softly sparkled with life
force energy. Renewed. Re-sourced. Recharged.
The small you and the big you is welcome here.
Your tears, sobs, anger, irritations and frustrations are all welcome here.
Your beautiful-brilliant-big-bold power is welcome here.
Your joyful-everything-freaking-amazing-shouting-from-the-rooftops self is welcome here.
Your quiet-sit-in-the-corner-and-soak-it-all-up self is welcome here.
Your broken-unsure-of-yourself-who am I self is welcome here.
Dancy Party and Buffalo Heart offer a safe place to fully feel your emotions. To allow them to flow up and out.
To release and let go. Let go of control, let go of limiting beliefs and thoughts, let go of anything that is holding
you back or dragging you down. When you let go, you make more space for joy, love, ease and abundance in
all forms. You return to your natural state of prosperity. This is what I have committed my life to – awakening
others to their natural state of prosperity. To authentically live in joy and ease and flow and love and beauty
and and and.......
.....and it’s pretty darn neat that it comes in this form. Dancing, being silly, loosening our minds and getting into
our bodies, tapping into and listening to the wisdom of our souls and our wombs, unleashing our inner wonder-selves. Oooh, the stories I could tell you about the transformation of these women and men that attend
Dance Party. It’s truly remarkable.
I’m in awe that my Red Lodge visions from long ago are now a reality. Thank you for witnessing this journey
and blessings to you as you walk your own path.
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But my Dance Party co-creator moved to Missoula, MT, and I missed the collaboration and partnership. I put
out a call for another partner to help me hold the container of the community I was building. I had no idea it
was going to be Buffalo Heart!
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Women come together to share sweatlodge service

R

ed Lodge Sisters: Do you feel called to participate in seasonal sweat lodges? We encourage you to claim
your power and support women’s seasonal sweat lodge ceremony as a participant, sideby support, fire tender, door keeper, or water pourer.
We are coming together in the Puget Sound area around the lodges at Burton Hill and Sacred Groves
to begin calling in women to learn the ways of serving lodge. Please contact Elizabeth Rebecca at elizabeth@
artinstallation.com if you are curious or interested. You can also go to our Sweat Lodge Calendar to check out
dates and sign up to attend and learn.
Our elders are eager to welcome the next generation of women into the womb of the lodge and share the ways
of our ancestors. They are asking us to look into our hearts and consider joining them in stepping in to this powerful sacred service. The energy is rising as we build a strong community of elder mentors. Do you know an experienced water pourer or fire tender? Please invite her to consider joining this effort to pass on these ways.
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It’s time to step into the flame - can you feel that glorious heat?

Your support gives Red Lodge to the world and
you the gift of Red Lodge.
JOIN

DONATE
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Otter Woman and her South Sound Women’s
Drum Circle nourish and bless life
by Polly Taylor and Beth Hesketh (with Mary G.L. Shackelford)

“I

don’t remember when I first began attending drum circle,” Beth Hesketh muses, “but I was hooked at the
first circle!” We gather in Olympia the second Friday evening each month at the State Capitol Museum
Coach House, or in summer, outdoors at the fire. The two big drums, Otter Woman and Turtle Heart Song, are
set up, nestled together. Blessed and fed with cornmeal and tobacco, they are ready for the women.
Everyone present creates sacred space together. Often we make an altar with a seasonal focus and energy.
“From my first circle, when we gathered and sang the grandmother’s song to call in the directions, I knew I was
home,” Polly Taylor remembers.
Barbara begins by telling the story of the drums: Otter Woman is a medicine drum; she is a powerful shaman,
and she will heal you. Born out of the Long Dance community in 1990 she is drummed only by women. Turtle
Heart Song is a community drum and has anchored many public drumming events for peace and the healing of
Mother Earth. Birthed from the Olympia Women’s Drum Circle, she began her journey in the early 90’s.
“We drum together carrying the same rhythm,” Barbara explains. “We don’t beat the drums. Hold the drumstick gently; let it drop on to the drum and bounce back up. Otter Woman will drum you.”

--- MORE
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After many years standing by Grandma Billie, Otter
Woman’s original sideby, Barbara was called to step up
in service with Otter Woman in 2005. In November 2005,
she brought Otter Woman to Olympia from Port Angeles
and started South Sound Women’s Drum Circle on a regular basis. Open to all women, we drum, sing, rattle and
dance with intention, laying our prayers upon the drums
to be lifted up for our greatest and highest good.
“Otter Woman is a healer,” reflects Maureen Oar, a SSWDC regular. “Sometimes the healing is not easy. When
my mother died, Otter Woman heard me and held me as
I drummed my grief. She has taken me on many a joyful ride celebrating the birth of my grandchildren. When
we find ourselves in a place of feeling uncertain, Otter
Woman will drum us to our destination.

courtesy photo

“She has taught me to love other drums, to feel and hear
their teachings, but she will always be the mother drum
to me. And if I am away from her for a while, like a true
Mother she welcomes me back, no questions asked,”
Maureen says. “Held so sweetly and with such mindfulness by Barbara, Otter Woman deepens my connection.”
Each time we gather, the energy is different. Women drum the medicine drums, and they also bring other
drums. Feeling into the energy, we rattle, sing and dance. Otter Woman and Barbara bring us together with
intention and reach out to welcome other medicine drums to join the circle. The medicine remains deep and
profound. It is so very good to be together to heal ourselves, our beloveds, the community and the earth. We
drum for peace within and without. The songs carry and inspire us, giving us courage and love. Together we are
steadfast in support and connection to Woman’s Way Red Lodge.
“Barbara and Otter Woman are so welcoming,” Beth explains. “Many times I have watched them gently guide
new women into the love and sacred work of drumming together. Barbara leads and inspires us all in her commitment to Otter Woman, to the circle of women who come to drum, and to peace and healing in our world.
We have even drummed through lightning, thunder, and a downpour,” she remembers.
--- MORE

Women gather in the Moonlodge every month.

OPEN CIRCLE
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every 4th Sunday, 6:30 PM
Open to all women. Located on Vashon
Island. Email moonlodge@wwrl.org for
more information.
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“Drum circle means being with women I love to see, drum and sing with,” smiles Sarah Blum. “It means community coming together in a sacred manner with our beloved Otter Woman to sing and drum our prayers
out to Mother Earth and our world. It’s fun to drum and sing and move our goddess bodies. It is uplifting and
energizing!”
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Drum Women Drum
And you’ll catch a glimpse of freedom
Women drum and you’ll catch a glimpse of peace
Drum, drum, drum
Let illusions slip away
Women drum, be free
			
– Unknown

“These lyrics perfectly describe what drum circle means to me,” says Kelly Ziniewicz. “I am so grateful that I can
connect on a regular basis with Otter Woman, Barbara and the women who are called in. I have shed many a
tear of sadness and joy alike while drumming and letting illusions slip away. To witness the care and love that
Barbara and Otter Woman share is sweetness beyond compare.”
“Barbara is a powerful medicine woman,” Polly continues. “She and Otter Woman facilitate healing on a deep
and intense level. She is one of the most generous and gracious women I know. Barbara inspires me with her
continued service to this drum circle and our larger community. To stand by her side drumming Otter Woman
is to engage in a deep prayer of healing and hope.”
“Barbara and Otter Woman hold us together and bring us hope and peace to spread far and wide in this
challenging era,” Beth concludes.

We appreciate
your support!
WELCOME to new members in our CIRCLE
two in Divide, CO
one in Colorado Springs, CO
one in Deming. NM
mgls photo

					
					
Click here to join.

Your membership
nurtures Red Lodge.

Click here to renew.

Click here to donate.
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HOOP NEWS: Now WWRL’s longest-held hoop, Wild Women of Three Rivers Hoop in St. Johnsbury, VT,

continue to step into deepening connection. In May, they blessed the land as they gathered wild onions and
then hosted an event to raise funds for WWRL’s service project to assist women and children in Kenya.

ANGELO BERGS
Thank you for being Hearth Core!

A

Madrone photo

ngelo truly embodies the principle
of willingness to step into power and
service, while also helping WWRL balance
the feminine and masculine energies in our
organization. Angelo co-facilitated the Flagstaff Men’s Hoop and is currently creating
a men’s hoop addendum for the Weaving
the Hoop That Connects handbook. Angelo
also continues to help with the Flagstaff
Drumming into the Seasons events and
recently volunteered to be an administrator
on the Joy Filled Warriors Facebook page.
Aside from the warm fuzzy feelings one
gets from a job well done, Angelo will also
receive a copy of Divine Woman Rising by
Kimber Godsey and Christine Stevens.
Angelo, you are Hearth Core! Thank you for your hard work and dedication to WWRL!
To nominate a Hearth Core WWRL volunteer, email volunteer@wwrl.org by August 10.
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Book Review: Radical Hope: letters of love and dissent
in dangerous times edited by Carolina de Robertis
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

“T

hree days after the 2016 election, I sat at my writing desk, overwhelmed by grief,” writes Carolina de
Robertis. “I thought about the long journey ahead and I wondered what we would do – what we could
do, what we must do – to get through these times.” Inspired by James Baldwin’s letter to his nephew on
the 100th anniversary of emancipation, de Robertis reached out to writers for letters. As she says, “Baldwin
showed that letter-essays, as a form, are perfectly situated to blend incisive political thought with intimate
reflections, to fold them into a single embrace. And that’s where the love comes in.
“Love is the blending agent that fuses the political and the intimate, providing urgency to one and context to
the other. In a letter, thoughts at hand are undergirded by the need to connect with the intended recipient –
and this spirit can link social themes to our personal sphere, to what cuts the closest and matters most. It is
love that pushes us to face the journey toward justice without flinching, love that impels us to keep going on
the long, hard road, love that provides the moral compass and the map.
“As for dissent,” de Robertis continues, “it entered this project as an expression of how these letters defend
truth in the face of repression…Dissent is verbal resistance. It is, in a democracy, a fundamental right. And, in
fact, dissent is not unrelated to love. They are complementary forces. In a climate where bigotry is an explicit
value of those in institutional power, speaking love is an act of dissent.”

The 31 writers who contributed to Radical Hope are stunning voices, members of diverse communities
with international roots, a multiplicity of spiritual beliefs and practices, all genders, all now calling this nation home. “Each takes the measure of what’s been lost with this shift in our society,” de Robertis explains.
“What’s changed and what hasn’t, where we are now, and what this means for the road forward on both
intimate and societal levels.”
I agree with de Robertis when she writes, “There is great danger in these times. Institutional power has been
hijacked by a crew of corrupt, racist, misogynist, xenophobic, blithely incompetent leaders bent on dismantling the hallmarks of this nation’s democracy. We need to be in a sustained and continuous state of resistance, for as long as it takes, to protect our collective rights and the future of the planet.”
And I agree that the book she has compiled is an antidote to despair. The writers represent a collection of successful and influential novelists, poets, journalists and teachers. Each one is devoted to the creative discipline
and personal commitment required to tell the truth and agitate for radical change. Throughout the book, I
am encouraged and invited to see the world through different eyes, different backgrounds, different belief
systems and values. The experience of living the history of our racist culture pours forth with these writers’
refusal to tolerate the status quo or shrink from exposing the truth. There is anger and raw outrage, and written in, woven into the beauty of these personal letters, there is also deep kindness and generosity, marked by
clarity, incisiveness, insight and urgency.
We are invited into a vision for change: multicultural, transectional, a brown America. Everyone included.
This is a tender book. Full of love. And hope. Do read it.
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Drumming Into The Seasons in Flagstaff

F

by Madrone

lagstaff Drumming Into the Seasons celebrated the sixth
year of our mother drum Zendaya: Sacred Yellow Drum
being awakened into this earthly realm on June 11. It was
a beautiful, but VERY WINDY, drumming to welcome the
upcoming summer solstice. We also gave sweet farewell
blessings to Angelo, Cliff, and Grace as they move from
Flagstaff to their next adventures in WA and CO. And two
other members of WWRL are also moving, to Hawaii!

Grace, Angelo and Cliff have been active on our drum
council and important to our community walk with
Zendaya. In addition to many other volunteer projects,
Grace and Cliff have been our Beltane May Pole guardians and Grace has facilitated a woman’s hoop. She is
currently the WWRL Treasurer. Angelo was a key leader
in the creation of a men’s hoop here in Flagstaff, and Cliff
was also a facilitator of that dream.
They may be gone from our physical presence but they are forever in our hearts. Thank you for all the service
work and love you have brought WWRL in Flagstaff. We look forward to what you create for your WWRL communities where you are going! Merry meet, Merry part, and Merry meet again!

Madrone photos

--- MORE
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Red Lodge proudly sponsors 2nd Woman Soul Gathering
by deJoly LaBrier

U

“When I arrived at Pilgrim Firs I felt safe, familiar, welcomed and warm.
After hearing from the incredible Sisters in the circle, and meeting them
one by one throughout the week--I was HOME! Every ceremony made
us a closer family!” – Uncle Debbie Guerrero, Elder
“The Woman Soul Weekend 2016 came as a complete surprise to me.
What I thought was going to be a fascinating weekend turned into a life
altering weekend. The depth of connection with nature and my own
womanhood was absolutely profound for me. I’m really committed that my sister and mother attend with me
this year as I believe it will bring us a deeper and more intimate level of relationship with each other. Truly a
loving and heart-opening holistic experience that I wish was available every season.” — Debbie Bailey
“Because of the Women’s Gathering in 2016, I knew I needed a community of like mind and spirit. So I have
made Port Townsend my home after being away for 10 years.” – Katherine (Kat) Zecca
“For me, it was exactly what I needed…a purging and cleansing… and a call to keep loving myself with all its
fragile and broken parts. A safe, open Community that I could call Home. I carry that with me even now, and
am inspired and strengthened by it! Empowering and Intense…” – Julie Kundtz
“To be called upon to be an Elder for this Gathering has been an honor. It’s a Great Dream manifested into
beautiful physical form: to be in Sacred Circle, sharing and listening, experiencing ceremony with such courageous, heart-full, gifted, questing sisters on the Path to Wholeness and Holiness.” -- Starfeather Marcy, Elder
The moment you make the decision to go, your life will change. In an interview with Anne Siems, Sierra Barrett says, “the power of holding space and witnessing was huge for me because of the size of the group.” Anne
commented that “knowing the elders were holding the container for whatever happened was pretty amazing.”
The South Lodge at Pilgrim Firs is the focal point of the gathering, with elders teaching and holding space, drums
pounding out the heart beat, women singing and dancing, and ceremonies of rites of passage and grieving.
There are probably a million reasons why you should consider going to Woman Soul Gathering this October 26
through 29. My experience at the gathering last October was filled with so many memories that my heart and
brain are still full.
Come join us for a four day gift to yourself that you will remember the rest of your life.
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nder the shadow of Mt. Rainier, out on the Kitsap Penisula, we gathered. We danced and drummed. We laughed and cried. We visioned
and cleansed. And we held each other in sacred space. But nothing
could have prepared me for the life-changing experience I had at Pilgrim
Firs with those beautiful women, seeking to connect to our individual
soul’s purpose. And apparently I wasn’t the only one who experienced
the power of last October’s gathering.

Elders gather for
Woman Soul 2017

Barbara Snyder, (carrier of
Grandmother Moon Bundle)
Alberta Snyder, Debbie Guerrero,
Lynette Edge, June Blue Spruce,
Carolyn Hartness, Della Sylvester,
Lorraine Bayes, Starfeather, Mary
Shackelford and Suzanne Sharpe
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Calling in YOUR stories...you are the heart of the hearth
by Heather Clayton, Communications Director

G

ratitude is fundamental to our way of being in the world, and we generously give back to our communities
and to Mother Earth in a spirit of deep appreciation.

Gathered in circle, the Lodgekeepers and staff of WWRL sat under the skylight in the round house at Sacred
Groves in January of this year. The fire in the great room’s stove crackled merrily, and we warmed our toes in
the carpet as we drew “Gratitude and Generosity” as the principle that we would walk with this year. It could
not have been more fitting for the way that we feel- toward our members, our mentors, and toward Mother
Earth as we met in the forests of the Pacific Northwest.
As we gear up for our fall annual fund drive, our thoughts continue to turn toward Gratitude and Generosity.
Since last year, we have increased the programming offered by WWRL from an occasional once or twice a month
to daily community check-ins through Morning Circle. We stand in awe of the many women that step into service
and leadership to continue these circles; we are grateful for the generosity of their time and talents.
We are also building our team of Hearth Core WWRL volunteers and are so pleased to recognize the many exemplary people that work to create positive change in their communities by naming Hearth “Core”terly volunteers. Thank you for being hearth core!
With these reflections, and thoughts of gratitude and generosity in our hearts, the staff and Lodgekeepers of
WWRL are dreaming up our fall annual fund drive for 2017 and we want to know- what are you grateful for?
How is generosity having an impact on your walk in the world? Send your stories to hclayton@wwrl.org!
Thank you! You are the heart of the hearth of Red Lodge.
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Solstice Ceremony draws families to Burton Hill

--- MORE
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Daily			
Sun, June 25
			
Tu, June 27		
Tu, July 4		
			
Wed, July 5
Sat, July 8		
July 9-11		
Tu, July 11		
Wed, July 12
Fri. July 14		
Sun, July 16
Tu, July 18		
Wed, July 19
Sun, July 23
			
Tu, July 25		
Tu, Aug 1		
			
Wed, Aug 2
Sun, Aug 6		
Tu, Aug 8		
Fri, Aug 11		
Tu, Aug 15		
Wed, Aug 16
Sun, Aug 20
Tu, Aug 22		
Sun, Aug 27
			

Morning Circle (ZOOM call)
South Seattle Drum Circle, Normandy Park, WA
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
South Seattle Hoop, Seattle, WA
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
Pike’s Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Moonrise Community Drumming & Potluck, Flagstaff, AZ
Wild Women of 3 Rivers Hoop Campout, St. Johnsbury, VT
Happy Hour, (ZOOM call)
Salish Sea Revival, Vashon Island, WA
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Sacred Hoop, Pendleton, OR
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
Dance Party with Buffalo Heart, Seattle, WA
South Seattle Drum Circle, Normandy Park, WA
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA (CANCELLED)
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
South Seattle Hoop, Seattle, WA
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
Pike’s Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Wild Women of 3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, VT
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
Dance Party with Buffalo Heart, Seattle, WA
Sacred Hoop, Pendleton, OR
Happy Hour (ZOOM call)
South Seattle Drum Circle, Normandy Park, WA
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
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Jim Burke photo

Upcoming Red Lodge Gatherings/Events

